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ABSTRACT: The performance of QuantiFERON microtube (QFT-MT), using 0.9 mL blood, and

QuantiFERON-TB Gold in-tube test (QFT-IT) (3 mL blood), for diagnosing tuberculosis (TB) was

compared in children and adults in an endemic setting.

In 152 children with suspected TB and 87 adults with confirmed TB, QFT-IT was compared with

two QFT-MT concentrations (QFT-MT A and B). Proportions of positive and indeterminate results,

interferon (IFN)-c responses, interassay agreement and sensitivity were assessed.

We found similar proportions of indeterminate results, levels of IFN-c and comparable

sensitivity. The interassay agreement was moderate in all children (QFT-IT versus QFT-MT A:

85%, k50.44 and QFT-IT versus QFT-MT B: 88%, k50.50) and adults (QFT-IT versus QFT-MT A:

88%, k50.50 and QFT-IT versus QFT-MT B: 89%, k50.49). Sensitivity was low (QFT-IT 23%, QFT-

MT A 18% and B 19%) in children with confirmed or highly probable TB compared with adults

(83%, 86% and 88%, respectively).

The QFT-MT test can be reliably performed using less than one-third of the blood volume used in

QFT-IT. The reduced volume may be useful for research and future diagnosis of paediatric TB. The

poor sensitivity and high indeterminate rate of both IFN-c release assays in severely ill children, with

immature or impaired immunity in an endemic setting, warrants further investigations.

KEYWORDS: Children, interferon-c release assay, QuantiFERON-TB Gold in-tube, tuberculin skin

test, tuberculosis

I
t is estimated that children account for as
much as 10–20% of the total tuberculosis (TB)
burden in a TB endemic area, such as

Tanzania, and tools for diagnosing active TB in
children are limited both with regard to perfor-
mance [1] and access to tools, such as chest
radiography, tuberculin skin test (TST), micro-
scopy and culture, in most TB endemic areas [2,
3]; new diagnostic tools, especially for paediatric
TB, are urgently needed [4].

Interferon (IFN)-c release assays (IGRAs) are
increasingly being used worldwide as an alter-
native to the TST for the diagnosis of infection
with Mycobacterium tuberculosis [5]. The tests detect
infection with M. tuberculosis and their main use is
in diagnosing latent TB infection. However,
IGRAs are used by clinicians as an additional tool
in the diagnosis of active TB [6, 7]; an IGRA can be
a useful diagnostic tool in young children, as a
positive IGRA in very young children reflects
recent exposure and thereby a high risk of
active TB.

There are two commercially available IGRAs,
QuantiFERON-TB Gold in-tube (QFT-IT; Cellestis
Ltd, Chadstone, Australia) and T-SPOT-TB (T-
SPOT; Oxford Immunotec, Abingdon, UK). QFT-
IT measures the levels of IFN-c released in whole
blood in response to stimulation with the M.
tuberculosis-specific early secreted antigen (ESAT)-
6, culture filtrate protein (CFP)-10 and TB7.7
antigen, whilst T-SPOT uses ELISPOT methodol-
ogy to identify the number of purified lympho-
cytes that respond to ESAT-6 and CFP-10. QFT-IT
involves the collection of 3 mL of venous blood
(1 mL into each of three tubes) and T-SPOT
generally requires 8 mL of blood. Wide use of
these tests may be limited by the volume of blood
required, especially in infants and young children
[8, 9], and clinicians may be discouraged to use the
tests [10].

In an attempt to address this issue, Cellestis
has developed a prototype version of QFT-IT
that requires a total of only 0.9 mL blood
(QuantiFERON-microtube (QFT-MT)). The principle
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of QFT-MT is the same as of QFT-IT. Whole blood from the
patient is incubated in a tube containing the M. tuberculosis-
specific antigens, and thereafter levels of IFN-c are measured by
ELISA technique. The performance and feasibility of QFT-MT
has not been evaluated in a clinical setting.

The aim of this study was to determine if QFT-MT is an
adequate alternative to QFT-IT by comparing proportions of
positive, negative and indeterminate results, levels of IFN-c,
interassay agreement and sensitivity for diagnosing active TB
in children and in adults in a region where TB is endemic. In
addition, the practical implementation of QFT-MT will be
assessed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study setting and population
The study participants were recruited prospectively from
Muheza designated district hospital (Tanga, Tanzania) from
December 2008 to May 2010. The hospital has a catchment area
of 277 000 people and the district had a TB notification rate of
348 per 100 000 population in 2009 [11, 12]. Children aged
,15 years with signs and symptoms suspect of active TB
(table 1) were included as part of a larger hospital-based study
on the performance of QFT-IT for diagnosing active TB in
children [13]. Adults aged o15 years, with sputum smear-
positive TB, confirmed by either fluorescence microscopy or
culture, were included from the hospital TB clinic according to
the criteria in table 1. As a substudy of [13], 152 children and
87 adults who fulfilled the inclusion criteria and had paired
QFT-IT and QFT-MT results were consecutively enrolled. All
study participants provided a sample for microbiological
examination and HIV and TST tests was performed.

A standardised questionnaire was used to record demographic
and clinical details of the participants. Children were assessed
at 2- and 6-month follow-ups for confirmation of diagnosis and
classification into diagnostic groups.

INF-c release assay
Venous blood was collected in a syringe and immediately
dispensed into the QFT-IT and QFT-MT tubes according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. 1 mL was dispensed into each of
the QFT-IT tubes and 300 mL into each of the QFT-MT tubes. The
tubes were taken to the laboratory within 4 h and incubated at
37uC for 16–24 h. Both IGRAs included pre-coated tubes: a nil
tube containing saline as a negative control; a mitogen tube
containing phytohaemaglutinin as a positive control; and a TB-
antigen tube containing the peptides ESAT-6, CFP-10 and TB7.7.
The QFT-MT prototype was tested with two different concen-
trations of ESAT-6, CFP-10 and TB7.7 in the tubes designated
TB-antigen (Ag) A and TB-Ag B, containing 1 mg?mL-1 and
3 mg?mL-1, respectively, of each of the peptides, with test results
reported as either QFT-MT A or B. The concentration in the
QFT-IT was 1 mg?mL-1. For 10 patients (seven children and three
adults) the QFT-MT prototype was tested only with the TB-Ag
A tubes due to shortage of TB-Ag B tubes.

Immediately after incubation the samples were centrifuged
and the supernatants stored at -70uC until IFN-c was measured
using the QFT-IT ELISA at NIMR-Mbeya Medical Research
Centre, Mbeya, Tanzania. The QFT-IT, QFT-MT A and B
results were reported as positive, negative or indeterminate

according to the manufacturer’s instructions, with QFT-MT A
and B interpreted using the same criteria. In addition, the
quantitative results were recorded.

We used a microcentrifuge (Eppendorf 5418) for centrifugation
of QFT-MT tubes for 3 min at 10 000 rpm prior to harvesting
the plasma samples. The laboratory technician experienced no
problem in removing the plasma without disrupting the pellet,
even though the microtubes did not contain the separation gel
used in the QFT-IT tubes. The microcentrifuge broke down just
prior to the conclusion of data collection. Thus 33 samples (22
children and 11 adults) were centrifuged using the standard
laboratory centrifuge (Vulcon Tech CS6C), which resulted in
equally good separation of the plasma from the pellet.

Tuberculin skin testing
Two units of purified protein derivate RT23 from Staten Serum
Institute (Copenhagen, Denmark), were administered intrader-
mally using the Mantoux technique recommended by the
manufacturer. The transverse diameter of the induration was
recorded in millimetres after 48–72 h by specifically trained
staff. An induration of o10 mm was considered positive, unless
HIV infected, in which case an induration of o5 mm was
considered positive.

TB diagnosis
TB diagnosis was performed as described in [13]. In brief a
sputum sample was collected from the adults and either sputum
or gastric wash samples were collected on three consecutive
mornings for the children and sent for confirmatory microscopy
and culture to the Central TB Reference Laboratory (CTRL) (Dar
es Salaam, Tanzania). Auramine staining was used for
fluorescence microscopy and Löwenstein–Jensen solid media
for culture. Para-nitrobenzoic acid, which inhibits M. tuberculosis
but not nontuberculous mycobacteria, was added in positive
samples to exclude nontuberculous mycobacteria.

Each child was assigned to one of four groups ‘‘confirmed’’,
‘‘highly probable’’, ‘‘possible TB’’, and ‘‘not TB’’. Based on
microbiological data, chest radiography results, clinical exam-
ination conducted by the study team and follow-up data
(table 2), in line with the recent expert consensus agreement on
the classification of TB in children [17]. Only children with
complete follow-up data were included. Only adults diag-
nosed with TB based on a positive microscopy by Ziehl–
Neelsen staining, as well as confirmation by either positive
fluorescence microscopy or positive culture, were included.

Data management and statistical analysis
Data were double-entered into a data entry database using MS-
Access (Microsoft Corp., Alexandria, VA, USA) including
error, range and consistency check programs. Statistical
analyses were performed using STATA (release 10;
StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA). Two sample tests for
proportions were used to compare proportions of positive,
negative and indeterminate results. Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs
sign test was used to compare median levels of IFN-c , after
logarithmic transformation of data. k statistics were used to
assess the concordance between QFT-IT and QFT-MT. The k
values were interpreted according to the Landis scale [18]. For
data analysis, children with ‘‘microbiologically confirmed TB’’
and ‘‘highly probable TB’’ were classified into one group. HIV
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status, age ,2 years and malnutrition status, as determined by
z-score f -2 or body mass index (BMI) ,18.5 kg?m-2, were
preselected for the risk factor analysis for a positive or
indeterminate IGRA result, using logistic regression analysis.
A p-value of ,0.05 was considered significant.

Ethics
The study protocol was approved by the Tanzanian Medical
Research Coordinating Committee (NIMR/HQ/R.8a/Vol IX/
584) and was evaluated by the Danish Central Ethical
Committee without any objections. Participants with a positive
HIV test were accompanied to the HIV clinic for referral. The
standards for reporting diagnostic accuracy studies (STARD)
were followed for reporting results (www.stard-statement.org).

RESULTS

Study populations
A total of 152 children with suspect signs and symptoms for TB
and 87 adults with confirmed TB were eligible (table 3). Two
children were positive by M. tuberculosis culture and 25
children fulfilled the criteria for highly probable TB, thus 27
were classified with ‘‘confirmed or highly probable TB’’, 59
were classified with ‘‘possible TB’’ and 66 with ‘‘not TB’’.
Amongst the 87 adults with TB, diagnosis was confirmed in 68
by both fluorescence microscopy and positive culture, in 15 by
microscopy alone and in four by culture alone.

QFT-IT and QFT-MT results
Overall, there were no differences in the results of the three
tests (QFT-IT, QFT-MT A and QFT-MT B). Among 152
children, we found 20 (13%) positive, 93 (61%) negative and
39 (26%) indeterminate QFT-IT results (fig. 1a). The QFT-MT A
and QFT-MT B results were similar, with 17 (11%) and 17
(12%) positive, 100 (66%) and 93 (64%) negative and 35 (23%)
and 35 (24%) indeterminate results, respectively. Comparing
the proportions of positive, negative and indeterminate
responders between QFT-IT, QFT-MT A and QFT-MT B, there
were no significant differences between any of the tests in children
or adults, calculated using the two-sample proportion test.

Seven children (one with confirmed TB) and three adults had
only QFT-MT A results but no QFT-MT B results.

The proportions of positive, negative and indeterminate results
in children with confirmed or highly probable TB and adults
are shown in figures 1b and c. Among 87 adults with
‘‘confirmed TB’’, 69 (79%) had positive, 14 (16%) negative
and four (5%) indeterminate QFT-IT results, whilst for QFT-
MT A and B there were 68 (78%) and 67 (80%) positive, 11
(13%) and nine (11%) negative and eight (9%) and eight (10%)
indeterminate results, respectively.

Interassay agreement
The strength of the agreement between QFT-IT and both QFT-
MT A and B in children and adults was moderate (table 4).

Median IFN-c levels
There was a higher median level of IFN-c in QFT-IT tubes
coated with M. tuberculosis-specific antigens compared with

TABLE 2 Diagnostic classifications

Children

Confirmed or highly probable TB#

Microbiologically confirmed TB:

Clinical specimens positive for Mycobacterium tuberculosis on solid

culture or acid-fast bacilli on microscopy

or

Highly probable TB:

Chest radiograph highly suggestive of active tuberculosis and

good clinical response

or

Good clinical response and one of following:

Cervical lymphadenopathy with sinus formation

Abdominal mass or ascites

Spinal gibbus

Clinical picture of meningitis associated with CSF changes consistent

with TB meningitis

Possible TB

Children who did not have confirmed or highly probable TB, but in

whom active TB could not be excluded. Includes both children who

were and were not put on anti-TB treatment

Not TB

One of following:

Spontaneous symptom resolution defined as well-being without

TB treatment

Alternative diagnosis confirmed

Adults

Confirmed TB

Microbiologically confirmed TB by either positive culture or fluorescence

microscopy

Tuberculosis (TB) classifications in accordance with previous paediatric active

TB studies (LIEBESCHUETZ et al. [14], MARAIS et al. [15], BAMFORD et al. [16]) and in

line with a recent expert panel consensus of clinical case definitions for

research in children with suspected active TB [14]. #: confirmed or highly

probable TB; for data analysis the combined group of microbiologically

confirmed TB and highly probable TB was combined into one group

’’Confirmed or highly probable TB’’.

TABLE 1 Inclusion criteria for the study

Children

Age ,15 years

Reported ill for o2 weeks, paired QFT-IT and QFT-MT results, follow-up

data and one or more of the following:

Fever o2 weeks

Cough o2 weeks

Reported weight loss or failure to gain weight o2 weeks

Exposure to definite or probable case of TB in last 2 years

Admitted to hospital or contact to health facility o2 times in last 3 months

Z-score f -2

Adults

Adults o15 years with smear-positive TB by Ziel–Neelsen staining,

confirmed by fluorescence microscopy or culture and paired QFT-IT and

QFT-MT results

QFT-IT: QuantiFERON-TB Gold in-tube; QFT-MT: QuantiFERON-microtube; TB:

tuberculosis.
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the QFT-MT in all 152 children (pf0.03) (table 5) and in the 59
children with possible TB, the median IFN-c antigen response
was lower in the QFT-MT A tubes compared with the QFT-IT
(p50.04) (table 5). There was no difference in IFN-c levels in
the TB antigen-coated tubes between QFT-MT A and B. In all
children, irrespective of diagnostic classification grouping,
there were no differences in the median levels of IFN-c in
either the nil or mitogen tubes (data not shown).

In adults, the only difference between the three tests was a
significantly higher median IFN-c level after antigen stimula-
tion in the QFT-MT B compared with the A tube (p,0.01).

Sensitivity of IGRAs and TST for the diagnosis of active TB
After excluding indeterminate results, sensitivity of the IGRAs
was surprisingly low in children with confirmed or highly
probable TB and possible TB, but there was no significant
difference between the three tests (table 6). An equally low
sensitivity of TST was found in 146 children with available TST
test, two (8%) out of 25 TST-positive in children with
confirmed or highly probable TB and four (8%) out of 51 with
possible TB (data not shown). In the 87 adults with confirmed
TB, the sensitivity of the IGRAs ranged from 83% to 88%
(table 6), with no differences in sensitivity between the tests.
The sensitivity of the TST in 71 adults with a valid TST result
was 87% (62 out of 71) (data not shown).

Risk factor analysis
We found low sensitivity and high indeterminate rates in
children compared to adults. Neither HIV infection, age
,2 years nor malnutrition were significantly associated with
QFT-IT, QFT-MT A or QFT MT B positive or indeterminate
results in this substudy (data not shown). In the larger cohort
study including 211 children, age ,2 years was associated
with increased odds of an indeterminate result [13].

In adults, after adjusting for age and BMI, HIV infection was
negatively associated with a positive QFT-IT (adjusted OR 0.21,
95% CI (0.06–0.71); p50.01) and a positive QFT-MT A (0.23
(0.06–0.89); p50.03), but not QFT-MT B (0.41 (0.10–1.78);
p50.24) (data not shown).

DISCUSSION
QFT-IT and QFT-MT A and B demonstrated commensurate
performance. TB-suspect children had higher median levels of
IFN-c in the QFT-IT antigen-coated tubes than both the QFT-
MT tubes, but there were similar proportions of positive,
negative and indeterminate results and the sensitivity did not
differ. The tests mostly had similar quantitative levels of IFN-c,
except that the QFT-MT tube with the higher antigen
concentration (QFT-MT B), seemed to perform slightly better
in adults than the QFT-MT A tube, with respect to median
antigen-specific IFN-c, but again the overall test performance
was similar.

The interassay agreement between the two tests was moderate,
which reflects considerable interassay variability. Variations in
IFN-c levels around the cut-off for a positive result may have
contributed to the variability, especially in HIV-infected and
young children who are likely to have lower levels of IFN-c in
response to specific antigens. A study from New York [19] has
suggested that a lower cut-off value for a positive QFT-IT may
be relevant in these children, but this would also result in
increased interassay variability.

Like the QFT-IT, the QFT-MT A and B appeared highly limited
in their performance, in this high-burden setting, in identify-
ing the children with active TB with low sensitivities ranging
from 18–23% and high indeterminate rates up to 26%. In
adults with TB, the QFT-MT format performed as well as the
QFT-IT test with high sensitivity and low indeterminate rates.
To our knowledge, this is the first published study on the

TABLE 3 Characteristics of study populations

Children All adults

Total Confirmed or highly probable TB Possible TB Not TB

Subjects 152 27 59 66 87

Age years 4.2¡3.6 4.5¡3.6 4.1¡3.7 4.3¡3.5 39.5¡15.1

Age group years

,2 54 (35.5) 6 (22.2) 21 (35.6) 27 (40.9)

2–5 46 (30.3) 13 (48.2) 20 (33.9) 13 (19.7)

.5 52 (34.2) 8 (29.6) 18 (30.5) 26 (39.4)

Male 95 (62.5) 21 (77.8) 35 (59.3) 39 (59.1) 69 (79.3)

HIV-positive 54 (35.5) 14 (51.9) 27 (45.8) 13 (9.7) 25 (28.7)

z-score f -2 78 (57.8) 11 (42.3) 34 (68.0) 26 (44.1)

BMI ,18.5 kg?m-2 52 (63.1)

History contact# 45 (29.8) 9 (33.3) 19 (32.2) 17 (25.8)

BCG vaccination 145 (95.4) 24 (88.9) 58 (98.3) 63 (95.5)

BCG scar 136 (89.5) 23 (85.2) 50 (84.8) 63 (95.5) 67 (77.0)

Data are presented as n, mean¡SD or n (%), unless otherwise indicated. TB: tuberculosis; BMI: body mass index; BCG: bacille Calmette–Guerin. #: reported contact with

a patient with active TB within the last 2 years.
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performance of QFT-MT. Our results are promising in that
QFT-MT (1 and 3 mg?mL-1) has commensurate performance to
QFT-IT (1 mg?mL-1) both in children and adults suggesting that
it may be possible to reduce the volume of blood drawn
without losing accuracy for the diagnosis of active TB and
probably also for latent TB infection.

IGRAs are arguably the most accurate diagnostic tests for
latent TB and address two of the major limitations of the TST,
low specificity and logistic challenges, with tests having to be
read 2–3 days after application. Despite the improvement of
IGRAs over the TST, there are major obstacles in implementing
the IGRAs, especially in low-resource settings, with the need
for a local incubator, a nearby laboratory or freezing capacity
for storage, transportation and skilled technicians for the
ELISA. Simpler, safer and more flexible solutions are needed in

both high- and low-resource regions. In children and infants,
the volume of blood may restrict the use of the QFT-IT,
especially in situations where the parent/guardian is reluctant
to have blood drawn from the child or the physician is hesitant
to draw blood. Reducing the amount of blood may facilitate
large-scale and individual testing. Many improvements to the
IGRAs are anticipated, i.e. test systems using other biomarkers,
such as IFN-c-induced protein (IP)-10, which can be stored on
filter paper, point of care tests and a ‘‘lab on a chip’’ system
[20]. Our results may pave the way for development of
improved assays based on even smaller amounts of blood.

We found low sensitivity and a high indeterminate rate of
QFT-IT, as in the larger cohort study evaluating the use of
QFT-IT in the diagnosis of childhood TB in Tanzania [13], as
well as of QFT-MT A and B, in children.

TABLE 4 Agreement between QuantiFERON-TB Gold in-tube (QFT-IT), QuantiFERON-microtube with antigen A (QFT-MT A) and
with antigen B (QFT-MT B) test

QFT-IT and QFT-MT A QFT-IT and QFT-MT B QFT-IT-MT A and B

% k SE % k SE % k SE

All children 84.8 0.44 0.10 87.8 0.50 0.10 87.9 0.48 0.10

Adults with confirmed TB 88.2 0.50 0.11 89.0 0.49 0.12 90.8 0.58 0.11

Data are shown excluding indeterminate results.
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FIGURE 1. a) Comparison of QuantiFERON-TB Gold in-tube (QFT-IT)

and QuantiFERON-microtube (QFT-MT) with antigen A (QFT-MT A) and

QFT-MT with antigen B (QFT-MT B) in a) children with suspected

tuberculosis (TB) (n5152), b) children with confirmed or highly probable

TB (n527), and c) adults with confirmed TB (n587).
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The sensitivity in this population was lower than reported in
some studies [21] and the indeterminate rate as high as
reported in other studies [22, 23]. High indeterminate rates and
low sensitivity have been attributed to host factors, such as
young age [22, 24, 25], HIV infection with decreasing CD4
count [26–28], malnutrition and helminth infection [29–31].
Poor sensitivity may also be explained by misclassification or
overdiagnosis of TB in these very sick children or by poor
technical technique.

Risk factor analysis has demonstrated that the low sensitivity
and high indeterminate rate could not be explained by any one
single factor but rather by a combination of factors leading to
impaired T-cell response, such as malnutrition, severity of
disease, HIV infection, young age and immature immunity [13].

The low sensitivity suggests that the use of both IGRAs as well
as TST cannot be recommended for the diagnosis of active TB
in this setting and World Health Organization has recently
stated that neither IGRA nor TST should be used for the
diagnosis of active TB disease in low- and middle-income

countries at all [32]. In high-income, low-TB-burden countries,
however, IGRAs play an important role in diagnosis of latent
TB and in the diagnostic work-up for active TB in children in
conjunction with microbiological methods. In this setting, QFT-
MT may be a useful, lower-blood volume alternative.

Another explanation for the poor performance in children
could be inadequate technique or laboratory errors. But in
contrast to children, all the IGRAs performed well in adults
with confirmed TB, and since the QFT-IT and QFT-MT samples
of both children and adults were taken and processed
concurrently, at the same hospital using the same laboratory
staff, equipment and standard operating procedures, we find it
highly unlikely that the poor performance in children was due
to technical errors.

The microtube format holds some, but few limitations. The
amount of plasma is limited and there may be little scope for re-
running samples, if needed for confirmation of results or
evaluation of intra-test variability. In our study, none of the
QFT-MT samples were re-run, but we would expect variation

TABLE 6 Sensitivity of QuantiFERON1-TB Gold in-tube (QFT-IT), QuantiFERON-microtube with antigen A (QFT-MT A) and with
antigen B (QFT-MT B) in children and adults with active tubeculosis (TB)

QFT-IT positive QFT-MT A positive QFT-MT B positive

n//total

tested

% 95% CI n//total

tested

% 95% CI p-value# n//total

tested

% 95% CI p-value"

Children

Confirmed or highly

probable TB

5/22 22.7 4.5–41.0 4/22 18.2 1.4–34.9 0.71 4/21 19.1 1.5–36.6 0.77

Possible TB 9/42 21.4 8.7–34.1 8/41 19.5 7.1–31.9 0.83 11/38 29.0 14.2–43.7 0.43

Not TB 6/49 12.2 2.9–21.6 5/54 9.3 1.4–17.1 0.63 2/51 3.9 -1.5–9.4 0.13

Adults

Confirmed TB 69/83 83.1 74.9–91.4 68/79 86.1 78.3–93.9 0.60 67/76 88.2 80.7–95.6 0.36

Indeterminate results were excluded. A two-sample proportion test used to test difference between sensitivity of #QFT-IT and QFT-MT A, and "QFT-IT and QFT-MT B.

TABLE 5 Comparison of median interferon (IFN)-c levels in the tuberculosis (TB) antigen tubes for QuantiFERON-TB Gold in-
tube (QFT-IT), QuantiFERON-microtube with antigen A (QFT-MT A) and with antigen B (QFT-MT B)

Subjects n IFN-c U?mL-1 p-value# p-value" p-value+

QFT-IT QFT-MT A QFT-MT B

Children

All TB suspect 152 0.19 (0.12–0.53) 0.17 (0.09–0.32) 0.17 (0.10–0.42) ,0.01 0.03 0.22

Confirmed or highly

probable TB

27 0.17 (0.11–0.53) 0.17 (0.10–0.30) 0.19 (0.10–0.42) 0.67 0.73 0.53

Possible TB 59 0.23 (0.11–0.56) 0.13 (0.07–0.33) 0.15 (0.09–0.53) 0.04 0.62 0.06

Not TB 66 0.19 (0.12–0.49) 0.19 (0.11–0.32) 0.17 (0.10–0.36) 0.90 0.34 0.77

Adults with confirmed TB 87 3.24 (0.95–6.58) 2.89 (0.89–7.73) 3.71 (1.12–8.99) 0.69 0.29 ,0.01

Data are presented as median (interquartile range), unless otherwise stated. Median levels of IFN-c measured in the TB antigen tube in QFT-IT, QFT-MT A and B with

Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs sign test were used to test differences in median IFN-c levels between: #: QFT-IT and QFT-MT A; ": QFT-IT and QFT-MT B; and +: QFT-MT A

and QFT-MT B. p,0.05 was considered significant.
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similar to the QFT-IT. This issue is a matter of concern and there is
an ongoing debate about how to interpret reversions, conversions
and borderline positive and negative results [33], which must be
considered if the QFT-MT format should be taken forward. One
practical issue reported was that the space for writing identifica-
tion details on the tubes was very small, otherwise the study team
found it easy to use the QFT-MT format.

There were no problems in filling the tubes using a syringe
through the cap, and a black line clearly marks the 300 mL mark.
Although a microcentrifuge is recommended by the manufac-
turer for separating plasma in the QFT-MT tubes, we had to use
the standard laboratory centrifuge for a small number of the
samples due to breakdown of the microcentrifuge. This was
found to be equally suited to separating supernatant from the
pellet. Therefore, it should be possible to process the QFT-MT
tubes with exactly the same equipment as QFT-IT.

Conclusion
Overall, the performance of the QFT-MT test using 0.9 mL of
blood was equal to the QFT-IT test using 3 mL of blood. There
were no differences between the proportions of positive, negative
and indeterminate results and there was good interassay
agreement. The performance of the QFT-MT test at 1 mg?mL-1,
and 3 mg?mL-1 was commensurate with a trend toward higher
IFN-c levels in the 3-mg?mL-1 tube in adults. Technically, the QFT-
MT requires little or no adaptation and no significant practical
difficulties were reported.

The mictrotube format has potential as a low blood volume test
and these promising preliminary results should stimulate
further large-scale investigations, while the high indeterminate
rate and poor sensitivity of both IGRAs in severely ill children
with immature or impaired immunity in a high burden setting
warrants further investigations.

To our knowledge this is the first published study on the
performance of QFT-MT and the perspective may be to further
reduce the volume of blood, i.e. in a point of care test.
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